Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Civil Law and Procedure

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M.  Date: May 23, 2006

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

**HB 218**  LAFONTA  **HISTORIC PRESERVATION** Provides with respect to preservation of buildings and landmarks by removing prescriptive period within which to bring an action to enforce zoning restrictions

**HB 1194**  DANIEL  **LIABILITY** Provides that debts incurred through Internet gaming do not have to be repaid

**HB 1238**  TRICHE  **PROPERTY** Provides with respect to the co-ownership of property

**HB 1246**  DEWITT  **CIVIL/DAMAGES** Provides limitations for awarding punitive damages

**SB 22**  SMITH, MIKE  **JUDGES** Provides for former city, parish, family, and juvenile judges to qualify as mediators and for objection to mediation.

**SB 34**  LENTINI  **CHILDREN** Provides for the determination of the home state of a minor child following evacuation due to a declared state of emergency or disaster.

**SB 51**  MARIONNEAUX  **MATRIMONIAL REGIMES** Provides relative to use of community movable property by a spouse.

**SB 78**  THEUNISSEN  **MINERALS** Provides relative to reservations of mineral rights in conveyances of land.

**SB 375**  ADLEY (TBA)  **CONTRACTS** Provides for damages and restrictions on the amount of insurance that can be required by contractors under a federally funded contract arising from a gubernatorially declared disaster or emergency. (gov sig) (Subject to Rule Suspension)

**SB 455**  MALONE  **PRIVILEGES/LIENS** Provides relative to exemption of certain mineral leases to the extinction of certain rights. (6/30/06)

**SB 473**  KOSTELKA  **EXPROPRIATION** Extends for three years the authority of certain municipalities to quick-take.

**SB 560**  SCHEDLER  **EXPROPRIATION** Provides relative to quick-taking of property by certain parishes. (gov sig)

**SB 621**  MURRAY  **LIABILITY** Provides for periods of limited liability for public bodies relative to the condition of public property following hurricanes Katrina and Rita.

**SCR 65**  SMITH, MIKE  **CONGRESS** Memorializes Congress to support a U.S. Constitutional amendment that would define marriage as the union between one man and one woman.

GLENN ANSARDI
Chairman